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Ben Arnold from Philadelphia, PA. is one of those highly talented American singer-

songwriters and all-around musicians who can make a living as musicians and a name for 

themselves locally but who is still waiting to make it onto the next level.  Touring with mini-

supergroup US Rails in 2010, Ben Arnold starting making waves in Germany – now he has 

joined the ranks of the Blue Rose family as a solo artist. In spring of 2010 he will play an 

extensive club tour to promote his label debut Simplify in Germany and establish his name on 

the scene in one fell swoop! 

 

Simplify, Ben Arnold’s 7th solo record delivers a complex, deeply satisfying collection of 11 

songs effortlessly combining blue-eyed soul, piano rock, southern-style songwriting, r&b and 

traces of blues, funk, folk rock and Memphis pop. The performances – all of them built on a 

good-vibe groove – demonstrate the sure-handed, top-level musicality of everyone involved - 

starting with uptempo opener “Depend On Love” followed by the album’s title track and the 

New Orleans-groove of “Love Don’t Lie”, segueing into Randy Newman-style “Fishin’”, 

moving on into the jammy organ-guitar buildup of “Women’s Intuition” and the big city 

shuffle of “Upstate New York, Whiteout”. The album’s only cover, John Lennon’s “Watching 

The Wheels” in a piano-based, organ-driven, groovy version is strongly reminiscent of Procol 

Harum’s “A Whiter Shade Of Pale”, not least in Arnold’s vocal. Besides Randy Newman and 

Gary Brooker, Delbert McClinton, Randall Bramblett, John Hiatt and even Dylan may serve 

as musical and vocal inspirations for Arnold. 

 
 

Tracklist: 

1. Depend On Love 

2. Simplify 

3. Slow Learner 

4. Baby, Let The Tears Roll Down 

5. Love Don't Lie 

6. Fishin' 

7. O' Holy Ghost 

8. Breakfast For Dinner 

9. Woman's Intuition 

10. Upstate New York Whiteout 

11. Watching The Wheels  
 

at Blue Rose Records 
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